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FREE ALGEBRAS AND FREE GROUPS IN ORE EXTENSIONS AND
FREE GROUP ALGEBRAS IN DIVISION RINGS
JASON P. BELL AND JAIRO Z. GONC¸ALVES
Abstract. Let K be a field of characteristic zero, let σ be an automorphism of K and let
δ be a σ-derivation of K. We show that the division ring D = K(x;σ, δ) either has the
property that every finitely generated subring satisfies a polynomial identity or D contains a
free algebra on two generators over its center. In the case when K is finitely generated over
k we then see that for σ a k-algebra automorphism of K and δ a k-linear derivation of K,
K(x;σ) having a free subalgebra on two generators is equivalent to σ having infinite order,
and K(x; δ) having a free subalgebra is equivalent to δ being nonzero. As an application,
we show that if D is a division ring with center k of characteristic zero and D∗ contains a
solvable subgroup that is not locally abelian-by-finite, then D contains a free k-algebra on
two generators. Moreover, if we assume that k is uncountable, without any restrictions on
the characteristic of k, then D contains the k-group algebra of the free group of rank two.
1. Introduction
There has been much study on free subobjects in division rings, both in the case of free
subalgebras [3, 4, 7, 9, 19, 21, 22, 24, 25, 28] and in the case of free subgroups and free
subsemigroups of their multiplicative groups [5, 11, 13, 18, 23, 27]. (See also the survey [15].)
In this paper, we study the question of when division algebras formed from Ore extensions
of fields contain free subalgebra in two generators over their centers. We recall that given a
ring R with an automorphism σ of R and a σ-derivation, which is a map δ : R→ R satisfying
δ(ab) = σ(a)δ(b)+ δ(a)b for all a, b ∈ R, we can form an Ore extension, R[x;σ, δ], of R, which
as a set is just the polynomial ring R[x], but which is endowed with multiplication given by
xr = σ(r)x+ δ(r) for r ∈ R.
Makar-Limanov gave the first result in this direction by showing that if A = k{x, y}/(xy−
yx − 1) is the Weyl algebra over a field k of characteristic 0, then its quotient division ring
contains a free k-algebra on two generators [22]. Since the first Weyl algebra can be realized
as a skew extension k[x][y; δ] where δ is a derivation of k[x] with δ(x) = 1, we see that this
fits into the framework of Ore extensions.
The belief is that this phenomenon of division rings containing free subalgebras holds very
generally, and should only fail to hold when there is an obvious obstruction, such as being
commutative or being algebraic over its center. We call the free subalgebra conjecture the
statement that a division algebra D must contain a free algebra on two generators over its
center unless D is locally PI, that is, all of its affine subalgebras are polynomial identity
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algebras. This conjecture (in some form) was formulated independently by both Makar-
Limanov and Stafford. We refer the reader to [3] and [15] for a more detailed discussion of
the conjecture, and past work on the subject.
Unfortunately, the free subalgebra conjecture is considered to be a very hard problem.
Indeed, it is closely related to the notoriously difficult analogue of the Kurosh problem for
division rings, which asks whether division rings that are finitely generated and algebraic over
their centers, but that are not finite-dimensional over them, can exist. This Kurosh analogue
has remained open for some time, and a proof of the free subalgebra conjecture would give
a solution to the Kurosh problem as well. In the case of free subgroups of the multiplicative
group of a division ring more is known. In fact, Chiba [5] has shown that if the base field
is uncountable then a division ring that is not commutative has a free subgroup inside its
multiplicative group. For free algebras, however, the results appear to be harder to obtain.
The first author and Rogalski showed [3] that the free subalgebra conjecture holds for the
quotient division rings of iterated Ore extensions of PI rings, if the base field k is uncountable,
or if the base field is countable and the associated field automorphism of K is “geometric”
in the sense of being induced by a regular automorphism of a variety whose field of rational
functions is equal to K. This work left an obvious gap: namely, answering the free subalgebra
conjecture for division rings of the form K(x;σ) where σ is an automorphism of K that is
not geometric and such that the fixed field of σ is countable. This is a much more difficult
case to work with because it is difficult to apply the combinatorial counting methods available
when working over an uncountable base field and, likewise, it is difficult to apply geometric
techniques in this setting when the automorphism is not geometric.
Our main theorem (see Corollary 3.3) shows how to deal with these issues when the base
field is of characteristic zero. In particular, we show that given a field K of characteristic zero,
then the quotient division ring of an Ore extension K[x;σ, δ], either contains a free algebra
on two generators over its center or it is locally PI.
Theorem 1.1. Let K be a field of characteristic zero, let σ be an automorphism of K and
let δ be a σ-derivation of K. Then either D := K(x;σ, δ) is locally PI or D contains a free
algebra on two generators over its center.
In fact, every division ring of the form K(x;σ, δ) is isomorphic to a division ring of the
form K(x; τ) for some automorphism τ of K, or to a division ring of the form K(x;µ) where
µ is a derivation of K (see the proof of Corollary 3.3 for details). Then, in the characteristic
zero setting, one has that K(x;µ) is locally PI if and only if µ is zero, and in the special
case when K is finitely generated as an extension of k, K(x; τ) is locally PI if and only if
it is finite-dimensional over its center and this occurs if and only if τ has finite order (see
Conjecture 3.3 for details). Thus we have the following corollary of Theorem 1.1.
Corollary 1.2. Let k be a field of characteristic zero, let K be a finitely generated extension
of k. Then we have the following:
(1) if σ is a k-algebra automorphism of K then K(x;σ) contains a free algebra over k if
and only if σ has infinite order;
(2) if δ is a k-linear derivation of K then K(x; δ) contains a free algebra over k if and
only if δ is nonzero.
We note that (2) is already well-known, but (1) is new and appears to require algebro-
geometric machinery as well as deep model theoretic work of Hrushovski [16], in order to
obtain this result.
3As an application of Theorem 1.1, we can prove a result about the existence of free sub-
algebras in division rings whose multiplicative groups contain solvable subgroups that have
some finitely generated subgroup that is not abelian-by-finite (see Theorem 4.4).
Theorem 1.3. Let D be a division ring with center k, and suppose that G ≤ D∗ is solvable
but not locally abelian-by-finite. Then the following statements hold:
(1) if k has characteristic 0 then D contains a free k-algebra on two generators , and
(2) if k is uncountable then D contains the k-group algebra of the free group of rank two.
Previously this had only been shown when G is polycyclic-by-finite and not abelian-by-
finite [20]. We note that in the polycyclic-by-finite case, being locally abelian-by-finite is
equivalent to being abelian-by-finite.
Our last result is to consider Lichtman’s question on the existence of free subgroups of
D∗ = D \ {0}, the multiplicative groups of a division ring D of the form K(t;σ, δ). As is
standard, one can reduce this question to the study of division rings of the form K(t;σ) and
K(t; δ) where σ and δ are respectively an automorphism of K and a derivation of K. In
the case when δ is a nonzero derivation, then we show that K(t; δ)∗ always contains a free
non-cyclic subgroup. When K(t;σ) is not a field and σ either has finite order, or has infinite
order and its fixed field has infinite transcendence degree over the prime field, we show that
K(t;σ)∗ contains a free non-cyclic subgroup. Thus for Ore extensions of this form, the only
remaining question to answer is whether there are free non-cyclic subgroups of D∗, when
D = K(t;σ) and σ has infinite order and its fixed field is of finite transcendence degree over
the prime field.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 uses work of Amerik [1], which is in turn used work of Hrushovski
[16], and the work of the first author and Ghioca and Tucker [2]. In particular, given a field
k of characteristic zero and a finitely generated extension K of k, a k-algebra automorphism
σ of K corresponds to a birational map φ : X 99K X of a normal projective variety defined
over k, whose field of rational functions is K. Amerik shows that if σ has infinite order then
there is some point x ∈ X(k¯) whose orbit under φ is defined at every point and such that the
orbit is infinite. Moreover, she shows that if one replaces φ by a suitable iterate, the orbit
can be parametrized by a p-adic analytic arc and thus, one can use tools from p-adic analysis
such as Strassman’s theorem to study the intersection of the orbit with closed subsets of X.
We make use of this to show that one can apply a criterion of the first author and Rogalski
[3], to obtain the existence of free algebras.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In §2, we describe the work of Amerik and how it
will apply. In §3, we use the results of §2 to prove Theorem 1.1. In §4 we apply Theorem 1.1
to obtain Theorem 1.3. Finally, in §5 we give some results on free subgroups of multiplicative
groups of division rings.
2. Geometric results
In this section, we give a description of Amerik’s work and how it will apply to our setting.
We begin with a statement of her main result.
Theorem 2.1. (Amerik [1]) Let X be a projective variety defined over a field k of charac-
teristic zero and let f : X 99K X be a dominant self-map that has infinite order and is also
defined over k. Then there exists a point x ∈ X(k¯) such that orbit of x under f is infinite.
There is an important remark to be made here. Since f is a rational map, it is not defined
at all points in X. In particular, it is highly non-obvious that we should be able to find a
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point x such that f is defined at fn(x) for all n ≥ 0. Nevertheless, Amerik was able to prove
this. We note that although the result of Amerik is stated for varieties defined over a number
field, the argument is easily seen to apply to any field of characteristic zero, and the fact that
it does is well-known to experts. We suspect that the main audience of this work will not be
familiar with some of the techniques used, so we give a brief description of her methods and
why they apply in this more general setting.
The way one proves Theorem 2.1 is by first noting that a projective variety and the map f
can all be defined in terms of finitely many polynomials and so we can assume without loss of
generality that k is a finitely generated extension of Q by replacing k by the subfield generated
over Q by the coefficients of these polynomials. Thus we may reduce to the case when k is a
finitely generated extension of Q. Amerik next shows that by choosing an affine open subset
U of X on which f is regular, one can work with a model U of U over Spec(A), where A is a
finitely generated Z-algebra whose field of fractions is equal to k. Now since A satisfies the
Nullstellensatz [6, Theorem 4.19], we have a Zariski dense set of maximal ideals of A and the
quotient of A by each maximal ideal is a finite field. By choosing a suitable maximal ideal
Q of A, Amerik argues that we can reduce mod Q and get a projective variety X¯ defined
over a finite field Fq with a rational self-map f¯ also defined over Fq. Amerik now uses an
argument of Hrushovski [16, Corollary 1.2] to show that there is some F¯q-point of X¯ which
has a finite orbit under f¯ and such that f¯ is defined at each point of the orbit. Moreover, she
shows that one can pick a point which has the property that each point in the orbit avoids
the ramification locus of f . Now she argues that there is a finite integral extension of B of A
such that x lifts to a Zariski dense set of points in y ∈ U(B) whose reduction mod Q is equal
to x.
She now uses a p-adic argument of the first author, Ghioca, and Tucker [2] to show that there
is a Zariski dense set of points y ∈ X(k¯) for which one give a p-adic analytic parametrization of
the orbit of y under some iterate g = fn of f with n ≥ 1. This is accomplished by embedding
B in the p-adic integers, Zp, for a suitable prime p and then using Hensel-type arguments
(this strongly uses zero characteristic, but Amerik also implicitly uses characteristic zero in
other places in the proof). These techniques are explained in more detail in [2]. Finally, she
shows that at least one such orbit must be infinite if f has infinite order (in fact, she shows
that the set of such points is Zariski dense). Moreover, the p-adic parametrization extends to
the backwards orbit of y the case that g is birational, and so one has the entire two-way orbit
of y under g avoids the indeterminacy locus of g and has a p-adic parametrization. We also
note that by these p-adic methods (cf. [2, Theorem 1.3]), that after replacing f by a suitable
iterate g, that if we take the two-way orbit of y under g and let Y be a Zariski closed subset
of X, then the set of n for which gn(y) ∈ Y is either finite or gn(y) ∈ Y for every integer
n. The reason for this is that the p-adic methods of [2, Theorem 1.3] show that there exist a
finite set of p-adic analytic maps θ : Zp → Zp such that each θ(n) = 0 if and only if g
n(y) ∈ Y
and by Strassman’s theorem, a p-adic analytic map that is not identically zero has at most
finitely many zeros on Zp. Thus we have as a corollary, the following result.
Corollary 2.2. Let X be a projective variety defined over a field k of characteristic zero, and
let φ : X 99K X be a birational map that has infinite order and is also defined over k. Then
there exists a point x ∈ X(k¯) such that two-way orbit of x under φ is infinite. Moreover, there
exists some n ≥ 1 such that if we let ψ = φn, then given a Zariski closed subset Y of X we
have that the set of integers n for which ψn(x) ∈ Y is either all of Z or is finite.
In the next section, we will especially make use of Corollary 2.2 to obtain Theorem 1.1
53. Proof of the main result
In this section we shall prove Theorem 1.1 (see Corollary 3.3). To do this, we begin with a
technical proposition, which gives a dichotomy which will allow us to obtain our main result.
Proposition 3.1. Let k be a field of characteristic zero and let K be a finitely generated
extension of k of transcendence degree d ≥ 1, with the property that k is algebraically closed
in K. If σ : K → K is a k-algebra automorphism then there exists n ≥ 1 such that, either
there exist f ∈ K and a valuation ν : K∗ → Z such that ν(f) 6= 0 and ν(σnj(f)) = 0 for all
but finitely many j, or there exists a k-subalgebra S of K with the following properties:
(i) S is noetherian and integrally closed and has Krull dimension d;
(ii) the field of fractions of S is equal to K;
(iii) S is a localization of a finitely generated k-algebra.
(iv) σn restricts to a k-algebra automorphism of S;
(v) S has a maximal ideal that has infinite orbit under σn.
Proof. Let X be a normal projective variety defined over k with the property that k(X) = K.
Then the map σ induces a birational map φ : X 99K X. By Theorem 2.2, we have that there
is some point x ∈ X(k¯) such that the two-way orbit of x under φ is infinite (and in particular
φ is defined at each point in the orbit). Let U be a affine open subset containing infinitely
many points of the orbit of x under φ and let Y1, . . . , Yd be a finite set of codimension one
subvarieties that cover X \ U but such that x is not in any of the Yi. Then each Yi gives a
rank one discrete valuation νi of K.
By Corollary 2.2 there is some n ≥ 1 such that if O denotes the two-way infinite orbit of
x under φn, then the set of points in O that are in Yi is finite (since x 6∈ Yi). We take a
rational function f that vanishes on Yi but not at x. Suppose first that there is some point
x′ ∈ O ∩ Yi. Then Yi induces a valuation νi and we have that νi(σ
nj(f)) > 0 for j = 0. We
note that νi(σ
nj(f)) > 0 then σnj(f) vanishes on Yi and hence vanishes at x
′. In particular,
we have that f vanishes at σ−nj(x′). Since x is of the form σ−nj(x′) for some j and f does
not vanish at x, we see by Corollary 2.2 that the set of j for which σ−nj(x′) is in the zero
locus of f is finite. Thus we see that νi(σ
nj(f)) ≤ 0 for all but finitely many j. A similar
argument using 1/f now shows that νi(σ
nj(f)) ≥ 0 for all but finitely many j. Thus if O∩Yi
is non-empty for some i then we see that there exists f ∈ K and a valuation ν : K∗ → Z such
that ν(f) 6= 0 and ν(σnj(f)) = 0 for all but finitely many j, as claimed.
Hence we may assume that O is completely contained in the affine set U . Now let S denote
the set of elements of K that are regular at all points of O. Then since O is contained in U ,
we see that S is a localization of the set of functions in K that are regular on U , which is
a finitely generated k-algebra of Krull dimension d whose field of fractions is K. Moreover,
S has a localization consisting of the local ring, consisting of elements of K that are regular
at the point x. This local ring has Krull dimension d. (We note that the residue field of
this local ring will not be equal to k in general, but rather to a finite extension of k since
x is a k¯-point of X.) Thus S is a localization of a noetherian k-algebra of Krull dimension
d and has a localization of Krull dimension d and hence S has Krull dimension d and is
noetherian and has field of fractions K. Since the two-way orbit of x is invariant under
application of φn and φ−n, we see that the restriction of σn to S gives an automorphism
of S. We may replace S by its integral closure if necessary and assume that S is integrally
closed. Since an automorphism of a ring extends to its integral closure we see σn still gives
an automorphism of S. Moreover, since integral closure commutes with localization, we have
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that S is a localization of the integral closure of the set of functions on K that are regular on
U , which is a finitely generated k-algebra. This proves (i)–(iv).
The point x ∈ X corresponds to a maximal ideal Mx of S (by going up and by the corre-
spondence between closed points and maximal ideals in an affine scheme), and by construction
this maximal ideal has infinite order under σn, since σn is the automorphism of K induced
by φn. This completes the proof of (v). 
We are now able to prove the automorphism case of Theorem 1.1
Theorem 3.2. Let K be a field of characteristic zero and let σ be an automorphism of K
and let k denote the fixed subfield of σ. Then if K is a finitely generated extension of k and σ
has infinite order, then K(x;σ) contains a free k-algebra on two generators whose valuations
with respect to x are nonnegative.
Proof. We prove this by induction on the transcendence degree of K over k. If this transcen-
dence degree is 0 then K is a finite extension of k and so σ has finite order and so the claim is
vacuous. We now assume that the claim holds whenever the transcendence degree is strictly
less than d, with d ≥ 1, and we consider the case when K has transcendence degree d.
By Proposition 3.1 there exists n ≥ 1 such that, either there is some f ∈ K∗ and a valuation
ν : K∗ → Z such that ν(f) 6= 0 and ν(σnj(f)) = 0 for all but finitely many j, or there exists a
k-subalgebra S of K having properties (i)–(iv) from the statement of Proposition 3.1. In the
first case, we have that K(xn;σn) ⊆ K(x;σ) contains a free k-algebra generated by elements
of the form f(1 − xn)−1 and (1 − xn)−1 (cf. [3, Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 2.2]), which gives
the claim in this case.
Thus we assume the existence of a ring S as in the statement of Proposition 3.1. Given a
height one prime ideal P of S, the ring SP is a discrete valuation ring since S is integrally
closed and noetherian and since the field of fractions of S is equal to K, we have that this
valuation gives a non-trivial discrete valuation νP of K. There are two cases to consider.
Case I: There exists a height one prime ideal P of S such that the ideals {σnj(P ) : j ∈ Z}
are all distinct.
In this case, we pick f ∈ P . Since S is noetherian, the intersection of infinitely many
distinct height one prime ideals is (0). Consequently, the set of j for which f ∈ σnj(P ) is
finite. In particular, the set of j for which σnj(f) ∈ P is finite. It follows that νP (σ
nj(f)) = 0
for all but finitely many j. We now have (cf. [3, Lemma 2.4]) that there exists some b ∈ K
such that there are no solutions u ∈ K to the equation
u− σn(u) ∈ k + b.
It now follows that (1 − xn)−1 and b(1 − xn)−1 generate a free k-subalgebra of K(xn;σn) ⊆
K(x;σ) [3, Theorem 2.2].
Case II: For every height one prime ideal P , there exists some j = j(P ) > 0 such that
σnj(P ) = P .
Let P be a height one prime that is contained in a maximal ideal M whose orbit is infinite
under σn. Such a maximal ideal M exists by property (iv) of S. Then by assumption there
exists some ℓ > 0 such that τ := σnℓ satisfies τ(P ) = P . We then have that S[xnℓ, x−nℓ, τ ] ∼=
S[t, t−1; τ ]. Since P is τ -invariant, the valuation νP extends to a valuation of K[t; τ ] by
declaring that νP (a0 + · · ·+ ant
n) = min{i : ai 6=0} νP (ai) for a nonzero element a0 + · · ·+ ant
n
of K[t; τ ]. Thus νP extends to K(t; τ). We also have a valuation ν of K[t; τ ] given by
7ν(ait
i + · · · + ant
n) = i when ai, . . . , an ∈ K and ai 6= 0 (i.e., the valuation induced by the
order of vanishing when t = 0; we henceforth call this the valuation with respect to t). This
then extends to a valuation of K(t; τ). We now consider the subring T of K(t; τ) consisting
of all elements f ∈ K(t; τ) with νP (f) ≥ 0 and ν(f) ≥ 0. Then we have a prime ideal Q of T
consisting of all elements f of T for which νP (f) > 0. Let F = SP /PSP . Then F is a finitely
generated field of transcendence degree strictly less than d (in fact, it is the field of fractions
of the algebra S/P , which is finitely generated as an extension of k since S is a localization
of a finitely generated k-algebra). By assumption, τ induces an automorphism µ of SP/PSP
Then T/Q ∼= B ⊆ F (t;µ). We claim that B is the subalgebra of F (t;µ) consisting of elements
whose valuation with respect to t is nonnegative. To see this, observe that K(t; τ) embeds in
the division ring of skew Laurent power series K((t; τ). Then T is just the set of elements of
K(t; τ) whose Laurent series expansion lies in SP [[t; τ ]] ⊆ K((t; τ)). Then the ideal Q of T
corresponds the elements of K(t; τ) whose Laurent series expansion lies in PSP [[t; τ ]]. Thus
we have a map T/Q → (SP/PSP )[[t; τ ]] = F [[t;µ]]. Given an element h(t) of F (t;µ) whose
Laurent series expansion lives in F [[t;µ]], we see that we may write h = a(t)b(t)−1 where
a(t), b(t) ∈ F [t;µ] and b(0) = 1. Then by picking a˜(t), b˜ ∈ SP [t; τ ] whose reductions mod P
are a(t) and b(t) respectively, it is straightforward to check that a˜b˜−1 ∈ K(t; τ) has a Laurent
series expansion in SP [[t; τ ]] and its image mod Q is equal to h. Since the elements of F (t;µ)
whose Laurent series expansion lives in F [[t;µ]] are exactly those elements whose valuations
with respect to t are nonnegative, we obtain the claim.
We now have µ is an infinite order automorphism of F since the orbit of M in S is infinite
and since M ⊇ P and P is τ invariant, we see τ j(M) ⊇ P for every j. Thus σnℓ induces an
infinite order automorphism of S/P and hence the automorphism µ of (SP /PP ) = F is of
infinite order.
Then since F has transcendence degree strictly less than d, by our induction hypothesis,
there exist elements a, b ∈ B whose valuations with respect to t are nonnegative and such
that a and b generate a free k-algebra. Then there exist a′, b′ ∈ T with ν(a′), ν(b′) > 0 that
map onto a and b respectively and hence a′ and b′ also generate a free k-subalgebra of T .
This completes the proof. 
We note that in the proof of Theorem 3.2, the only way Case II can apply is if d ≥ 2. We
now give our main result.
Corollary 3.3. Let K be a field of characteristic zero, let σ be an automorphism of K and
let δ be a σ-derivation of K. Then either D := K(x;σ, δ) is locally PI or D contains a free
algebra on two generators over its center.
Proof. First, we have that D ∼= K(x; τ) or D ∼= K(x;µ), where τ is an automorphism of D
and µ is a derivation of K [3, Lemma 5.1]. In the case when µ is a derivation we obtain
the result from [3, Theorem 4.1]. In the automorphism case, if K is finitely generated over
k, we have just shown that there exist a, b ∈ K(x; τ) whose valuations with respect to x are
nonnegative that generate a free k-algebra unless K(x; τ) is PI, where k = Kτ . When K is
not finitely generated over k, then either K is a direct limit of finitely generated τ -invariant
extensions of k, in which case we can reduce to the finitely generated case and we get that
K(x; τ) is either locally PI or contains a free k-algebra on two generators; alternatively, there
exists a non-finitely generated extension K0 of k generated by {σ
n(a) : n ∈ Z} for some a ∈ K,
in which case we obtain the result from [3, Proposition 3.2]. 
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4. An application to division rings
We now prove Theorem 1.3 (see Theorem 4.4). We begin with a lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let D be a division ring over a field k and let G ≤ D∗ be a finitely generated
solvable group. If the subalgebra of D generated by G satisfies a polynomial identity then G
is abelian-by-finite.
Proof. Let R be the subalgebra generated by G. Then R is finitely generated and hence if R
is PI then Q(R) embeds in a matrix ring over an algebraically closed field. Since G embeds
in R we see that G embeds in a matrix ring over an algebraically closed field. By a version
of the Lie-Kolchin theorem [29, Theorem 5.8], G has a finite-index subgroup H such that
the elements of H are simultaneously triangularizable. It follows that if h1, h2 ∈ H then
h1h2 − h2h1 ∈ R is nilpotent. Since R is a domain, we see that h1h2 = h2h1 in R and so H
is abelian. The result follows. 
Proposition 4.2. Let E be a locally PI division algebra over a field k that is either of
characteristic zero, or is uncountable and of positive characteristic. If E(x;σ) is not locally
PI then E(x;σ) contains a free k-algebra on two generators.
Proof. We first consider the case when E is PI. In this case, σ restricts to an automorphism
of the center Z of E. If Z has characteristic zero, then we have that Z(x;σ) contains a free
algebra on two generators unless it is locally PI by Corollary 3.3. If k is uncountable, then the
same result holds [3, Theorem 1.3]. If Z(x;σ) contains a free algebra on two generators then
so does E(x;σ). On the other hand, if Z(x;σ) does not contain a free algebra, then Z(x;σ)
is locally PI. Since E is PI it is finite-dimensional over Z and so E[x, x−1;σ] is locally PI as
it is a finite module over Z[x, x−1;σ]. But then E(x;σ) is locally PI as the quotient division
ring of a locally PI ring. Thus we obtain the result in this case.
So now we suppose that E is locally PI and not PI and that E(x;σ) is not locally PI.
Since E(x;σ) is not locally PI, neither is E[x, x−1;σ], and so there exists a finite subset
{b1, . . . , bm} ⊆ E such that the subalgebra of E[x, x
−1;σ] generated by b1, . . . , bm, x, x
−1 is
not PI. We may assume without loss of generality that E is generated by {σj(bi) : j ∈ Z, i ∈
{1, . . . ,m}}.
Now let Ei,+ denote the division subalgebra of E generated by σ
j(bi) with j ≥ 0. We claim
that E[x, x−1;σ] contain a free algebra on two generators unless each Ei,+ is finitely generated
as a division algebra. To see this, suppose that E[x, x−1;σ] does not contain a free algebra
and that Ei,+ is not finitely generated for some i. By relabelling if necessary, we may assume
that i = 1. Then for each j ≥ 1 we have that σj(b1) 6∈ k(b1, σ(b1), . . . , σ
j−1(b1)), the division
subalgebra of E generated over k by b1, . . . , σ
j−1(bi), since if this were the case by induction
we would have that E1,+ is generated by b1, . . . , σ
j−1(b1) as a division algebra and hence
would be finitely generated. We now claim that the subalgebra of E[x, x−1;σ] generated by
b1x, σ(b1)x
2 is free. To see this, observe that if (i1, . . . , im) ∈ {1, 2}
m then
σi1−1(b1)x
i1σi2−1(b1)x
i2 · · · σim−1(b1)x
im
is equal to
σi1−1(b1)σ
i1+i2−1(b1) · · · σ
i1+···+im−1(b1)x
i1+···+im .
Now define wt(i1, . . . , im) to be
∑
ij and define
b(i1, . . . , im) := σ
i1−1(b1)σ
i1+i2−1(b1) · · · σ
i1+···+im−1−1(b1)
9for (i1, . . . , im) ∈ {1, 2}
m. (Notice that we have omitted the final term σi1+···+im−1(b1) from
the product, as it is completely determined by the weight of the string.) Then by considering
the Z-grading on E[x, x−1;σ], to show that b1x and σ(b1)x
2 is free it is enough to show
that for a fixed natural number n that {b(i1, . . . , im) : m ≥ 1,wt(i1, . . . , im) = n} is linearly
independent over k. Without loss of generality, we may pick n minimal with respect to this
property. Now suppose that we have some nontrivial linear combination that is equal to zero:
∑
m≥1
∑
wt(i1,...,im)=n
ci1,...,imb(i1, . . . , im) = 0.
Among all strings (i1, . . . , im) with ci1,...,im nonzero, we let N < n be the maximum value of
i1 + · · ·+ im−1. Then we have
∑
m≥1
∑
wt(i1,...,im)=n, i1+···+im−1=N
ci1,...,imb(i1, . . . , im−1)σ
N−1(b1)
= −
∑
m≥1
∑
wt(i1,...,im)=n, i1+···+im−1<N
ci1,...,imb(i1, . . . , im).
Now ∑
m≥1
∑
wt(i1,...,im)=n, i1+···+im−1<N
ci1,...,imb(i1, . . . , im)
and ∑
m≥1
∑
wt(i1,...,im)=n, i1+···+im−1=N
ci1,...,imb(i1, . . . , im−1)
are in k(b1, σ(b1), . . . , σ
N−2(b1)) and if the latter one is nonzero, then we have that σ
N−1(b1)
is also in the division algebra generated by b1, . . . , σ
N−2(b1), which we have assumed is not
the case. It follows that these must both be zero and so we have
∑
m≥1
∑
wt(i1,...,im)=n, i1+···+im−1=N
ci1,...,imb(i1, . . . , im−1) = 0.
But by our choice of N we have that some ci1,...,im appearing in this sum is nonzero and
so this now gives that {b(i1, . . . , im) : m ≥ 1,wt(i1, . . . , im) = N} is linearly dependent and
N < n, contradicting the minimality of n. We thus see that we may assume that each Ei,+
is finitely generated. A similar argument shows that we may also assume that each Ei,− is
finitely generated, where we now use backward orbits. It follows that we may assume that E
is finitely generated as a division algebra and since E is locally PI, we then get that E is PI,
which we assumed not to be the case. This completes the proof. 
We will also need the following result [14].
Theorem 4.3. Let D be a division ring with uncountable center k. If D contains a k-free
algebra of rank 2, then D contains the k-group algebra of the free group of rank 2.
We now prove our main result.
Theorem 4.4. Let D be a division ring with center k, and suppose that G ≤ D∗ is solvable
but not locally abelian-by-finite. Then the following statements hold:
(1) if k has characteristic 0 then D contains a free k-algebra on two generators , and
(2) if k is uncountable then D contains the k-group algebra of the free group of rank two.
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Proof. Suppose that D does not contain a free algebra on two generators. Then by a result of
Jategaonkar [17, Proposition 4.13] any subalgebra of D has a quotient division ring in D. We
may assume without loss of generality that D is the quotient division ring of the subalgebra
of D generated by G over its center.
Let m be the largest index for which the m-th derived subgroup, G(m), of G, is not locally
abelian-by-finite. Then we may replace G by G(m) and thus we may assume that G′ is
locally abelian-by-finite. Since G′ is locally abelian-by-finite, the division subalgebra E of D
generated by G′ is locally PI. Now every subgroup N with G′ ≤ N ≤ G is normal. We let
S denote the collection of subgroups N with G′ ≤ N ≤ G such that the division subalgebra
of D generated by N is locally PI. We can order S by inclusion and by Zorn’s lemma S
has a maximal element. We let H be a maximal element of S. We let L denote the division
subalgebra ofD generated byH. Then L is locally PI. We note thatG 6= H. To see this, notice
that if it were then we would have that D would be locally PI. By assumption, however, G has
a finitely generated subgroup G0 that is not abelian-by-finite and so the division subalgebra
generated by G0 cannot be PI by Lemma 4.1. Thus D is not locally PI and so there is some
g ∈ G \H.
Now g induces an automorphism σ of H via conjugation since H is normal in G. Let D0
denote the division subring of D generated by H and g. By maximality of H, we have that
D0 is not locally PI. Moreover, since H is normal in g, we see that gLg
−1 = L and so there
is a surjective homomorphism
L[x, x−1;σ]→ L〈g, g−1〉,
where L〈g, g−1〉 denotes the algebra generated by L, g, and g−1 over Z and σ is the automor-
phism of L induced by conjugation by g.
It follows that D0 ∼= Q(L[x, x
−1;σ]/I) where I is some ideal. Now if I is nonzero then
L[x, x−1;σ]/I is a finite free L-module of some finite rank d and thus L[x, x−1;σ] embeds in
Md(L), which is locally PI since L is locally PI. Since D0 is not locally PI, we thus see that I
is zero and so D0 ∼= Q(L[x, x
−1;σ]) = L(x;σ). Since L(x;σ) is not locally PI and L is locally
PI, we see that D0 ∼= L(x;σ) contains a free algebra on two generators by Proposition 4.2.
Since D0 ⊆ D, we obtain the result for D.
Therefore, if characteristic of k is 0 we have case (1), and if k is uncountable, by Theorem
4.3, we have case (2). 
Remark 4.5. We cannot replace locally abelian-by-finite by abelian-by-finite in the statement
of Theorem 4.4.
For example, if we let E = C(x1, x2, . . .) and let σ be the automorphism that sends xi 7→
ωixi where ωi is a primitive i-th root of unity then D := E(t;σ) is locally PI and not PI. The
reason D is locally PI is that it is a direct limit of division rings Dn = C(x1, . . . , xn)(t;σ) and
σ has order dividing n! on C(x1, . . . , xn). On the other hand, D contains C(xn)(t;σ), whose
PI degree goes to infinity as n→∞ and so D is not PI.
Notice that N := E∗ and H := 〈t〉 are two subgroups of D∗. Since H normalizes N we have
that G = HN is a subgroup of D∗ and since N ∩H = {1} we have a short exact sequence
1→ N → G→ H → 1.
Thus G is metabelian. We observe that G cannot be abelian-by-finite: if it were, we would
then have that the subalgebra of D generated by G would be PI by the Passman-Isaacs
theorem [26]. But the subalgebra generated by G is all of E[t, t−1;σ] which is locally PI and
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not PI. On the other hand, D cannot contain a free algebra on two generators since E[t, t−1;σ]
is locally PI. We do, however, have that G is locally abelian by finite by the theorem. In this
case, we can see that G =
⋃
Gn where Gn is the subgroup C(x1, . . . , xn)
∗H. Notice that
conjugation by tn! fixes each of x1, . . . , xn and hence we have a short exact sequence
1→ C(x1, . . . , xn)
∗〈tn!〉 → Gn → Z/n!Z→ 0,
and
C(x1, . . . , xn)
∗〈tn!〉
is abelian and so each Gn is abelian-by-finite. Thus G is a directed union of abelian-by-finite
groups and so any finitely generated subgroup of G is abelian-by-finite since it lies in some
Gn.
5. Results on free subgroups
In this short section we give some results on the existence of free non-cyclic subgroups
in the multiplicative group of division rings of the form K(t;σ, δ), where K is a field and σ
and δ are respectively an automorphism and a σ-derivation of K. We recall that every such
ring is isomorphic to a ring of the form K(t;σ) or K(t; δ) where σ and δ are respectively an
automorphism and a derivation of K. We first consider the automorphism case.
Theorem 5.1. Let K be a field, let σ be an automorphism of K, let k = {α |σ(α) = α} be the
fixed field of σ, and let k0 be the prime field of K. Assume that k has infinite transcendence
degree over k0. Then K(t;σ) contains a free non-cyclic subgroup.
Proof. Let a ∈ K be such that [a, t] = a−1t−1at 6= 1. If A = {aσ
n
|n ∈ Z} is finite, then
D = k(a)(t), the division ring generated by t and a over k is finite-dimensional over k. By
[10], D contains a free subgroup.
Thus we may assume that for every a ∈ K \ k the set A is infinite.
Let us choose such an a and let D denote the division ring k0(a)(t), the division ring
generated by a and t over k0. Let Z be the center of D.
We have two possibilities:
(1) k0(A) is not finitely generated over k0. By [12, Prop. 2.4], D contains a free subgroup.
(2) k0(A) is finitely generated over k0. Then the transcendence degree of Z over k0 is
finite, and as in the proof of [12, Theorem 5.1], we can find two elements X and Y
in k, algebraically independent over D. By [12, Proposition 5.8], D(X,Y ) contains a
free subgroup. And so D also does.

We remark that the derivation case is considerably easier and in this situation one has
that the multiplicative group of K(t; δ) contains a free non-cyclic subgroup whenever δ is a
nonzero derivation of K. Since there is some a ∈ K with δ(a) 6= 0, we can set u = tδ(a)−1.
Then since a and δ(a) commute, we have
[u, a] = [t, a]δ(a)−1 = 1.
Thus if K has characteristic p > 0 we have that the division ring generated by u and a is not
commutative and finite-dimensional over its center, and thus its multiplicative group contains
a free non-cyclic group by [10]. If K has characteristic zero, then the division ring generated
by u and a is isomorphic to the Weyl algebra and hence its multiplicative group contains a
free non-cyclic group [ [8] Theorem 1.3] Thus for the question of existence of free non-cyclic
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subgroups in the multiplicative group of D = K(t;σ, δ), we know that it is always true, unless
D is a field (in which case it cannot have one), or when σ has infinite order and the fixed field
of σ has finite transcendence degree over the prime field.
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